Wireless links di er from traditional \wired" links in two w ays that challenge the existing Internet. On wireless links packet loss or corruption due to transmission errors is not rare, which calls into question the standard Internet assumptions that transmission errors should be corrected by transport-level protocols at end systems and that end-to-end packet loss typically indicates network congestion. Also, the severity and location-dependent nature of these errors calls into question the meaning of \fair" scheduling, per-ow quality of service, and even looser notions such as service level agreements, when applied to wireless links. An important question is whether the two unique problems posed by wireless links can be successfully addressed within the standard Internet architecture, as opposed to requiring new transport protocols designed speci cally for wireless links or requiring wireless links to \ x up" the operation of speci c end-to-end protocols. We provide experimental evidence that a combination of protocol-blind link-level local error control, which lessens the damage, and error-sensitive l i n k s c heduling, which ensures sensible outcomes in response to link capacity loss, provides a good operating environment while adhering to traditional Internet design practices.
Introduction

Can the Internet Architecture Manage Wireless Errors?
Wireless links di er from traditional \wired" (including ber-optic) links in two w ays that challenge current implementations of the standard Internet protocol suite. First, on wireless links packet loss or corruption due to transmission errors is not rare. This calls into question the standard Internet assumptions that transmission errors should be corrected by transport-level protocols at end systems and that end-to-end packet loss typically indicates network congestion. Second, end systems sharing a wireless link may experience di erent error rates depending on error conditions, such a s i n terference, at their di erent locations (\location-dependent errors"). Traditional Internet link-scheduling mechanisms (ranging from FIFO through WFQ) assume that packet transmission
Solution Summary
We believe that it is possible to e ectively address wireless link errors locally, through a combination of link-level error control, which lessens the damage, and error-sensitive link scheduling, which ensures sensible outcomes in response to the unrecoverable link capacity l o s s .
First, we believe that most wireless link errors can and should be handled locally by using perlink knowledge of the error environment to design an appropriate error coding and retransmission scheme. Second, we believe that severe and location-dependent errors require a new notion of the \fair share" of a wireless link. We propose and evaluate e ort-limited fairness, which allows wireless links to consider both per-ow throughput stability needs and whole-link e ciency concerns. When we combine adaptive link-level error control with error-sensitive link scheduling, existing end-to-end protocols can e ectively use wireless links despite dynamic and severe error environments.
Evaluation overview
Throughout this paper we will support our claims with measurements. Our evaluation platform consists of Intel 80486 and Pentium laptops using PCMCIA WaveLAN I 29] i n terfaces operating in the 902-928 MHz frequency band. The machines run the NetBSD 1.2 kernel and all the measurements use the stock NetBSD TCP protocol stack implementation.
Since the WaveLAN hardware does not support link-level error control, we modi ed the kernel device driver to support a simple poll/response Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol, similar in spirit to the IEEE 802.11 Point C o n trol Function 16] . Like other LAN MAC protocols, ours includes an immediate link-level acknowledgement o f e a c h p a c ket. Our hardware has a nominal throughput of 2 Mb/s, and we obtain an e ective throughput of approximately 0.8 Mb/s after factoring in link-level headers, hardware medium access overhead, and the fact that we implement both MAC and LLC in software. To obtain repeatable results, we obtained traces of packet losses, packet truncations, and bit inversions and modi ed our device driver to replay these traces in a running system. Since we are using an o -the-shelf NetBSD TCP implementation executing on real hardware, we can accurately measure how w ell TCP performs in a wide range of error environments.
Road Map
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the tradeo s between local and end-to-end error control and consider local error control design issues. In Section 3 we use synthetic burst loss patterns to show h o w persistent link-level retransmission can preserve T C P throughput under harsh error conditions. Then in Section 4 we add more sophisticated error control techniques (forward error coding, packet size adjustment, and error control adaptation) and base our evaluation on error traces captured from a local area network.
Once we h a ve demonstrated that adaptive local link-level error control allows end-to-end transport protocols to function e ectively, w e focus on meeting the throughput and stability needs of particular ows in the face of severe and location-dependent errors. In Section 5 we motivate the need for error-sensitive l i n k s c heduling and analyze detailed examples to form our proposed solu-tion, e ort-limited fair (ELF) scheduling. In Section 6 we describe the power factor administrative control which de nes how a s c heduler should respond to capacity loss. In Section 7 we e v aluate the behavior of an ELF scheduler via trace-driven simulation.
Local error control
Given the wide variety of approaches to solving the end-to-end problems caused by wireless link errors, we will brie y justify our two main architectural decisions: we pursue local per-link error control rather than end-to-end modi cations to transport protocols, and our link-level error control operates independently of the higher-level transport protocols rather than targeting support toward particular ones.
Local versus end-to-end error control
Addressing link errors near the site of their occurrence seems intuitively attractive for several reasons. First, entities directly connected by a link are most able to understand and manage its particular characteristics. It is impractical for end-systems to decide which packet losses represent congestion versus intermittent link errors. Link stations can respond more quickly to changes in the error environment, and can employ error control techniques, such as soft-decision decoding and energy combining, which are di cult to implement end-to-end. Second, end-to-end error control necessarily involves multiple error-free links in solving a purely local problem: end-to-end retransmission demands time on every link, while local retransmission requires extra link time only where it's truly needed. Third, as a practical matter, deploying a new wireless link protocol on only those links that need it is easier than modifying transport code on millions of deployed wired machines.
Despite these attractions, trying to do too much locally can lead to its own problems 11, 2 8 ] . First, local error recovery mechanisms may alter the characteristics of the network. For example, local retransmission could result in packet reordering or in large uctuations of the round-trip time, either of which could trigger TCP timeouts and retransmissions. Second, local and end-to-end error control are adaptive mechanisms that may respond to the same events. If a local recovery protocol and TCP retransmit the same packets, this can result in excessive link time consumption or even queue over ow. Finally, a g i v en data packet may bear information with a limited useful lifetime. For example, it may be better to drop a late audio packet than to retransmit it, since retransmission may make the next packet late as well.
Given the signi cant advantages of local error control, we will pursue a purely local approach engineered to avoid the drawbacks mentioned above.
Design tradeo s for local error control
Once we decide to address wireless link errors locally, w e are faced with several approaches. Because di erent o ws have d i e r e n t latency and reliability requirements, and need to communicate with di erent link stations, hardware-only solutions such as adaptive c o d e c s a n d m ulti-rate modems are insu cient. \Pure" link-layer approaches such as IEEE 802. 11 16] , MACA 18] , and MACAW 5 ] apply error control on a per-packet basis and do so in a protocol-and application-independent fashion. These mechanisms can potentially be made \ ow-aware" (rather than protocol-aware) by tailoring the level of error control to the nature of the ow (e.g., bounding retransmission for packets with a limited lifetime). Flow information could be obtained through protocols such a s RSVP 7] or IP Di erentiated Services marking 26]. \Protocol-aware" link-layer protocols 4] m a y inspect the packets they pass in order to give special treatment where it is most needed. While this can signi cantly improve performance, each h o p m ust understand a wide variety of transport or even application protocols. The Internet currently carries a variety of incompatible streaming audio and video protocols, and this situation is likely to persist. The development of new protocols and the deployment of link-level protocol parsers could evolve i n to a counterproductive \arms race." \Gateway-style" or \indirect" error control performs signi cant and stateful protocol translation 31, 9 , 3 , 8 , 4 ] , o r e v en data transcoding, between subnets with greatly di ering characteristics. In addition to needing to understand multiple protocols, this approach faces signi cant challenges when network routing changes, as state must be migrated from one gateway to another.
In this paper we e v aluate the performance of \pure" link-layer error control. The rst reason is its simplicity. A second reason is the rapid deployment of protocols incorporating link-layer error control (e.g., 802. 11 16] ): information about TCP interactions may b e v aluable to these e orts. We focus on the case of reliable data transfer using TCP, which i s b y far the most widely used transport protocol. Our approach is purely link-layer in the sense that it treats packets as opaque, although, as we discuss below, our results suggest that link-layer error control may bene t from awareness of ow-speci c performance needs. 3 Pattern-based evaluation
In this section, we will compare the performance of TCP with and without local error control. To investigate interactions between local and end-to-end error control, we used a very simple local error control strategy, persistent local retransmission, and employed simple synthetic packet loss patterns.
Basic robustness evaluation
We rst focus on the simplest possible scenario: a single TCP connection between two wireless hosts. Figure 1 shows the throughput of TCP without local retransmission. As for all the results in this section, each data point summarizes the results of ve 1-megabyte runs the error bar denotes the range of observations and the point on the bar denotes the mean. The error pattern for Figure 1 consists of a single burst of one to eight p a c kets being dropped out of every hundred packets, resulting in error rates between 1% and 8%. We see that performance degrades quite quickly. TCP handles single packet drops well, but when multiple packets per window are dropped TCP congestion avoidance and timeouts are triggered 17, 15] and performance drops by a factor of two. It continues to drop quickly as the burst size increases. Since burst losses are particularly challenging, this matches the conventional wisdom, supported by recent w ork 23], that TCP Reno can handle packet loss rates of up to 1-2%. Figure 2 shows a tcpdump trace of a representative observation from the 2% loss (2-packet burst) case of Figure 1 . We see that timeouts substantially degrade performance. Figure 3 shows the throughput of TCP when we enable local retransmission. Five-packet bursts were dropped from windows of 6, 12, 25, 50, and 100 packets to yield a variety of loss rates. Note that scale is very di erent from the scale in Figure 1 : it covers loss rates of 0-85% instead of 0-8%. We see that, as the link capacity degrades linearly, the achieved throughput drops o in the same fashion, which i s e s s e n tially ideal. Figure 4 shows a TCP trace from the 83% loss case. The reason that this works well is straightforward. Local retransmission hides most of the packet loss on the wireless link from TCP, so TCP stabilizes at a rate corresponding to the average throughput of the wireless link.
Analysis
In this section we analyze why local retransmission is so e ective. An examination of why i t w orks during a period of xed error rate will suggest necessary features of successful local error control, and we will explain how local retransmission makes variable error rates tolerable by TCP's end-toend retransmission strategy. Finally, w e will examine the degree to which retransmission must be persistent in order to be e ective.
Steady state conditions
When we consider the case of a link with a xed error rate, local error control must meet several requirements for TCP to exhibit stable behavior. Since TCP interprets packet loss as a sign of congestion ( Figure 1 ), local error control should be persistent enough that lost packets almost always indicate congestion. Packet reordering causes the receiver to generate duplicate acknowledgements, which will cause the sender to infer packet loss or even congestion. Local error control mechanisms should avoid packet reordering since it will cause unnecessary transport-level retransmissions (an alternative approach, suppressing duplicate acknowledgements 4], requires special-case router code for each supported transport protocol). Because TCP estimates the round-trip time and uses this estimate to set its retransmission timers, local error control needs to be fast enough to make m ultiple retransmission attempts before TCP times out. Otherwise TCP will observe wildly uctuating round-trip times which could cause excessive retransmissions or excessively long backo s.
Dynamic error environment
We also must consider what happens when error conditions improve or degrade. If error conditions improve, the usable capacity of the link will improve and periodic probes by TCP senders will discover and start using the excess bandwidth. If error conditions degrade, local error control will need to retransmit harder to transfer packets across the wireless link. The queue will drain more slowly and will eventually over ow, causing packets to be lost. TCP will back o and retransmit the lost packets. Since we h a ve a congestion condition, this is exactly the right response. 
Persistence of local error control
Error control strategies with di erent degrees of e ectiveness and persistence can be implemented. This raises the question of how e ective local error control must be to satisfy TCP. Figure 5 shows how the end-to-end packet loss rate changes as a function of the local packet error rate and the maximum retransmit count, assuming steady state conditions and random errors (bursty errors increase the end-to-end loss rate). Not surprisingly, the results show that, for high error environments, retransmission may n e e d t o b e v ery persistent t o k eep the packet loss rate below 1%. As we discussed in Section 3.1, TCP performance degrades quickly if the end-to-end packet loss rate is more than a few percent, so limiting the number of retransmissions to a small constant will work well only if wireless packet loss rates are low. A potential drawback of persistent local retransmission is that it may d e l a y packets signi cantly. This may i n terfere with TCP retransmission 11, 4 ] . To better understand this interaction, we created an error environment that should cause competing retransmissions. We c hose a pattern that alternates between transferring 400 consecutive p a c kets without errors, which will lull TCP into believing that the link has high throughput and low latency, and dropping 100 consecutive packets, which will cause a sudden signi cant d e l a y and should trigger a TCP timeout. Figure 6 shows the packet trace for a single-hop TCP ow encountering this error pattern. The test program reported a throughput of 64 KB/s, about 80% of the link capacity a vailable after packet loss (80 KB/s). The trace shows that between error bursts TCP performs well. Figure 7 shows in more detail what happens during an error burst. We observe t wo t ypes of redundant packet: \probe" packets used by the sender to re-establish contact, and a sequence of packets retransmitted after the pause, which TCP incorrectly believes were lost. While we d o h a ve redundant retransmissions, the amount o f o verlap is only about 3%. This positive result depends on end-to-end retransmission timeouts being substantially longer than the per-hop round-trip time. TCP retransmission timers are typically more conservative in the presence of round-trip-time variability 17] and TCP traces suggest that long-haul Internet connections avoid many false timeouts by maintaining a minimum retransmission timeout of at least one second 1], so a LAN link will typically have time for multiple local retransmissions before the end systems time out.
Summary of local retransmission experiments
We believe these experiments demonstrate the potential for a \pure" link-layer retransmission strategy to use local knowledge to signi cantly and transparently enhance the throughput of unmodi ed TCP in many di cult situations. The main limitation of this approach seems to be that it cannot hide pathologically long delay bursts from TCP, which m a y respond with a small amount o f duplicate retransmission. On the other hand, when the delay p e r i o d i s o ver, the order-maintaining queue structure allows TCP to recover smoothly.
While we h a ve encouraging results for TCP, it seems clear that other applications, such a s streaming video, could require di erent l o w-level retransmission policies. Luckily, the Internet seems to be evolving toward making ow-type information available to link-layer elements via Di erentiated Services marking 26] or RSVP-like protocols 7]. Di erent l o w-level error control policies could be implemented for di erent o w t ypes. For delay-sensitive tra c such a s i n teractive video or audio transfers, local retransmission could be less persistent since packets \expire" after a certain time interval.
Trace-based evaluation
In order to examine how link-level error control enables TCP to perform in a more real-world situation, we will employ bit-level traces of errors due to interference and attenuation while adding error coding and adaptive p a c ket sizing to the simple retransmission scheme we e v aluated in the previous section. Since the traces include not only packet losses but also bit corruptions and packet truncations, some intelligence is required in order to predict which c o m bination of packet size and error coding will allow e a c h transmission to succeed most e ciently. Therefore, in this section we will employ v arious error control policies and error environments. We will observe that adaptive link-level error control extracts signi cant throughput even in the face of harsh errors and that the resulting throughput is usable by TCP. The error traces are summarized in Table 1 . Column headings are cumulative, e.g., \packet corruption" is the percentage of non-lost, non-truncated packets which w ere corrupted. While the \o ce" trace is essentially error-free, standard TCP without link-level error control would be seriously challenged by t h e \ w alking" trace and essentially unable to operate in environments represented by the other three traces. We will observe the unmodi ed NetBSD kernel TCP im- To e v aluate the performance of a policy, w e measured single-ow TCP throughput across the link. Then we measured the throughput obtained by a program that sprays UDP packets as fast as possible, ignoring queue over ows and packet losses, and reports only the numb e r o f p a c kets received. The policy performance results presented in Figure 8 represent the averages of ve 1 -megabyte transfers, reported in kilobytes per second.
The results indicate that link-level error control recovers signi cant throughput in even harsh error conditions and that adaptation helps signi cantly. The noticeable and widely varying bit error rate would be di cult to address on an end-to-end basis but is easily overcome at the link level. Each static error control policy performs well in some scenarios but poorly in others. For example, bold does very well in low-error situations because it doesn't waste any o verhead on short packets or error coding overhead, but in the \table" case, which has a packet corruption rate of 94%, it is unable to complete TCP's three-way handshake, let alone transfer any data. The flex policy, which can independently adjust packet size and error coding, is clearly the best policy overall. A more detailed discussion can be found in 12]. , which compares TCP and UDP throughput in each situation, demonstrates that the throughput recovered by link-level error control, measured by U D P , is fully usable by o -the-shelf TCP under every combination of error environment and adaptation policy. That is, none of the error control strategies is causing TCP to lose performance due to false triggering of its congestion avoidance mechanism. While the link-level error control strategies are diverse, all follow the rules outlined in Section 3.2.1.
Error-sensitive link scheduling
Though researchers have devised many w ays of reducing the impact of errors in wireless networks, none of these solutions can completely eliminate their e ect. Techniques such as adaptive link-level error correction (Sections 2-4, 12, 13, 19, 22]) and swapping transmission slots based on error prediction 20, 2 5 ] can reduce the capacity loss due to errors but cannot eliminate it. For example, retransmission can deliver lost packets, but each failure irrevocably consumes air time. The air time costs of error coding and packet shrinking are fractional packets rather than multiple packets, but these defensive measures still reduce link throughput. In short, capacity loss is a fundamental property of wireless networks.
Below w e will use example scenarios to argue that severe and location-dependent link errors call for wireless schedulers that explicitly allocate link capacity l o s s t o o ws according to their tolerance for throughput variation. To illustrate the impact of variable link capacity w e will use an example wireless cell with a capacity of 800 kilobits per second allocated by a c e n tralized packet scheduler of the Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) family 10]: link time is distributed to ows according to a set of weights throughput reservations can be supported by adjusting weights as ows arrive and leave. Our scenarios contain two reserved ows and two best-e ort ows, with ow properties and weights summarized in Table 2 . We will use the term delity to denote the degree to which a s c heduler is \faithful" to a particular ow, i.e., the ratio of the ow's observed throughput to throughput expected if the link were error-free. In the table, results marked with \ p " represent o ws meeting their needs \ " represents un-met needs \ " represents ows without speci c requirements. (Table 2 , column 5). The result is that both rate-sensitive o ws fail to achieve their desired rates, even though there is enough remaining link capacity. An alternative i s to use a priority-based scheduler that understands the e ects of capacity loss and gives extra e ort to the audio and video ows so they achieve their desired outcomes (column 6). While this results in high delity for this scenario, it is too simplistic to be practical. For example, with a 50% error rate, the priority-based scheduler would allocate 89% of the useful bandwidth to the reserved ows if the error rate exceeded 55%, the FTP ows would get no air time even though this futile sacri ce would not enable the reserved ows to meet their reservations. A more reasonable solution would be to have the audio ow meet its reservation and the other ows share the remaining bandwidth. In this high-error situation, even the error-blind e ort-fair scheduler would be preferable, since it wouldn't arti cially starve o ws. We conclude that, while both the e ort-fair WFQ s c heduler and the priority s c heduler may yield the desired e ect in some cases, they fail in others. The key issue is how m uch help, in the form of extra e ort, we should give o ws in pursuit of delity. While some help can be very bene cial, too much help creates excessive pain for other ows.
Location-dependent errors
Let us now consider the impact of location-dependent errors using an example with two stations, one of which is error free while the other experiences a 50% error rate. Each station owns one \thumbnail" compressed video ow (100 kbit/second) and one FTP ow (best-e ort). The results shown in Table 3 con rm our earlier observations. With an e ort-based WFQ scheduler, the reserved ow that encounters errors does not meet its reservation because the capacity loss is distributed according to the unequal environmental e ects. A priority-based scheduler solves this problem by giving the second video ow more air time to overcome the errors, but priority does not address the issue of fairness between the two F T P o ws. The last column shows a more desirable outcome: both video ows meet their needs and the best-e ort FTP ows experience outcome fairness, i.e., equal throughput despite unequal error rates.
It is easy to see that outcome fairness, like p r i o r i t y, can lead to starvation when error rates are high. But even in non-pathological cases there is cause for concern. As is shown in the last line of Table 3 , giving extra air time to high-error stations at the expense of error-free or low-error stations reduces the overall e ciency of the link. This e ect becomes more signi cant as the di erence in error rates between stations increases. Clearly network managers will want to limit the e ect of error recovery on network e ciency.
Summary
We showed that a traditional WFQ s c heduler that is oblivious to errors does not ensure either throughput reservations or best-e ort fairness. An error-sensitive s c heduler can use inter-class priority t o m a i n tain throughput for reserved ows and equal-delity s c heduling to maintain outcome fairness among best-e ort ows. These mechanisms compensate ows for link errors by giving them extra air time for error recovery (e.g., retransmission or error coding). However, we also showed how both priority and outcome fairness lead to futile starvation of other ows when error rates are very high. We m ust nd a way to balance desired outcomes against excessive link ine ciency. This can be done by adding e ort limits to an outcome-fair scheduler, which w e will describe in the next section. 6 The power factor
In this section we will present a model of how a wireless link scheduler should adjust ow w eights in response to errors in order to create a hybrid between e ort fairness and outcome fairness which i s parameterized by a single administrative c o n trol, the \power factor." We will state a simple weight adjustment criterion, describe the throughput ows achieve as a function of their error rates, show how this weight adjustment can apply to both constant-rate and best-e ort ows, and discuss the applicability of this approach.
Weighted fair queueing with adjustable weights
We will begin with a weighted fair queueing (WFQ) scheduler that distributes e ort (air time) according to weights provided by an admission control module. The scheduler will adjust each ow's weight in response to the error rate of that ow, up to a maximum weight de ned by that ow's power factor, also provided by the admission control module (see Figure 10 ). For example, a power factor of 200% indicates that a ow's weight should be doubled in a high error environment, which means that it would gain weight relative t o o ws with a lower power factor, but lose weight relative t o o ws with a higher power factor. This makes it possible to, for example, increase the link share of voice and web tra c relative to video tra c in a high error environment. We call this type of scheduler e ort-limited fair (ELF) because it manipulates ow weights to achieve outcome fairness subject to a limit on each o w's e ort.
The power factor
In order to characterize the behavior of the ELF scheduler across the entire spectrum of error rates, we i n troduce the following notation. Let us assume we h a ve N ows sharing a link with (error-free) bandwidth B. E a c h o w h a s a w eight W i , a p o wer factor P i , and experiences an error rate E i . W e can now de ne the adjusted weight o f o w i as
That is, for low error rates we scale the weight W i to make up for the link errors, but we limit the adjustment to a factor P i . The crossover point is at error rate E c i = P i ;1 P i . W e will refer to the error range E i < E c i as the outcome region and the error range E i > E c i as the e ort region. The throughput T i for ow i is given by the product of the transmission time it receives and its success rate,
To justify this approach, we w i l l l o o k a t t h e b e h a vior of the scheduler under some speci c conditions.
First, in an error-free environment ( E i = 0 8i), the scheduler is equivalent to a traditional WFQ scheduler with weights W i .
As long as a ow is in its outcome region, A i adjusts to exactly cancel the ow's reduced success rate (1 ; E i ), yielding a throughput of
That is, the e ective w eight of the ow is corrected back t o W i , although that is relative t o t h e adjusted weights of the whole link. If all ows are in their outcome regions and they all experience the same error rate E the throughput of ow i becomes
Thus the scheduler is equivalent t o a W F Q s c heduler with the original weights W i running on a E-degraded link, which is exactly outcome-fair. At the other end of the spectrum, if all ows are in their e ort regions, i.e., E i > E c i 8i, t h e throughput becomes
This means that the scheduler distributes transmission time to the ows in WFQ fashion and the scheduler is \e ort fair" (with adjusted weights). Finally, one of the motivations for introducing the ELF scheduler approach w as to limit how much e ort (transmission time) is given to any speci c ow, so that one ow experiencing very high error rates cannot degrade the performance of the entire link. The highest fraction of the link time that ow i can take i s g i v en by P i W i
when ow i is in its e ort region and all other ows are error-free.
Fixed-rate reservations
Providing absolute bandwidth reservations (as opposed to link shares), which W F Q can do, requires additional support in ELF. The reason is that a error-adjusted fraction of a de ated link will be smaller than the expected fraction of the error-free link. We will obtain absolute bandwidth reservations by both adjusting the weights of guaranteed ows upward as described above a n d simultaneously reducing the weights of best-e ort ows in a straightforward way.
To support throughput guarantees, we will de ne G to be the set of guaranteed ows and B i to be the bandwidth allocated to each o w i in G. Next, we will use fractions of the error-free link as weights, i.e., W i = B i B 8i 2 G. Admission control will be responsible for ensuring that the link is not overcommitted in both the error-free case ( P i2G W i 1) and when all guaranteed ows are error-limited (B Gmax = P i2G W i P i 1). Next, we aggregate all best-e ort ows into one virtual ow with a special weight-adjustment function A BE = 1 ; X i2G A i which ensures that the best-e ort aggregate ow will consume only whatever link time is left over after every best-e ort ow has either achieved its outcome or has reached its crossover error rate The best-e ort ows will avoid starvation if B Gmax < B , in which case an error-dependent amount of transmission time will be allocated to the best-e ort aggregate ow, which will distribute it among the best-e ort ows using exactly the approach of Section 6.2.
Example
This scheduler can support a variety of policies. For example, the hybrid outcome/e ort scheduler described in Table 3 can be implemented by setting the power factors of each o w to at least 200%.
In general, setting a ow's power factor to 100% will cause it to be scheduled in an e ort-fair fashion, and raising its power factor will cause it to experience outcome fairness over a wider range of error rates. In particular, it is feasible, albeit probably undesirable, to obtain pure outcome fairness for all best-e ort ows by setting their power factors to in nity.
Choosing power factors
So far we h a ve assumed that an admission control module can set appropriate per-ow p o wer factors though we h a ve not speci ed how they might b e c hosen. Since the vast majority of existing Internet tra c is best-e ort, it is important to handle this case well. Positive results can be obtained by a local administrative decision to award each best-e ort ow a \reasonable" power factor, such a s 110% or 120%. The result is that many uctuations in the local error rate will cause only a mild degradation in throughput, which will be shared among all the best-e ort ows. This is much m o r e attractive than allowing each link-level error burst to stall one or more end-to-end ows. For ows that signal a need for a particular throughput (via, e.g., RSVP), existing wireline admission control modules can be adapted in a straightforward fashion. If the link error rate is expected to rarely exceed a certain critical value E c , assign every admitted reserved ow a p o wer factor of 1 1;E c and stop admitting new reserved ows when they occupy 1 ;E c of the error-free link rate, which is when their worst-case air-time requirements would consume the entire link. Another possibility w ould be to assign power factors according to ow classes. For example, ows requesting 8Kb/s or 64Kb/s could be categorized as voice ows and assigned a power factor of 300% a second throughput range, appropriate for compressed video, could be assigned a power factor of 150%. Such an admission control module would need to avoid overcommitting the link, and would need some policy to determine how m uch of the link could be assigned to each class.
Discussion
The proposed \power factor" scheduler model meets the requirements outlined in Section 5. By setting the power factor appropriately, administrators can control the degree to which the delity o f a o w will be maintained in the presence of errors. Selection of the power factor should consider the relative importance and demands of ows (e.g., audio is typically more valuable than video while requiring less bandwidth), and should also consider fairness issues across classes (e.g., reserved tra c should not be able to starve best-e ort tra c). The power factor can also be used to control e ciency. F or example, by k eeping all power factors below 2 0 0 % , w e c a n k eep link e ciency over 50% as long as each o w's error rate is under 50%.
Scheduler simulation
In this section we will present simulation results for a particular ELF scheduler based on weighted round-robin (WRR). This scheduler supports reserved ows with absolute-rate reservations and best-e ort ows which distribute the remaining capacity via weights. We use packet weighted round-robin (WRR) instead of weighted fair queueing, measuring throughput in packet slots. One reason for using WRR instead of WFQ is simplicity. Also, wireless networks are often slot-based for synchronization and power-management purposes. Finally, our prototype network has a relatively high per-packet cost, so charging per-packet instead of per-byte is reasonable.
To e v aluate our scheduling algorithm in a repeatable fashion we subjected it to a simple tracebased simulation. The simulator assumes all ows are continuously busy, and records throughput allocation decisions made by the scheduler (this ignores how real transport protocols might react to allocation variations). Once a time slot is allocated to a given ow, the flex adaptive error control policy decides which error control techniques to use and the simulator applies the next event i n t h e trace stream to determine success or failure. We will plot a moving-window a verage of the link-level throughput each o w a c hieves, as a percentage of what it would expect in the absence of errors. At the top of each plot a \Link" pseudo-ow represents the total link throughput as a fraction of the error-free link throughput. Figure 11 displays the throughput obtained by f o u r o ws operating in the \walls" trace environment ( T able 1). Two protected ows, audio and video, expect 1% and 44% of the link, while two unprotected ows will share the remainder. The audio ow h a s a p o wer factor of 300% for reliability in most plausible error environments, and the video ow has a power factor of 223%. These values mean that the two protected ows will consume the entire link when the error rate is 50% or more. The two best-e ort ows each h a ve a p o wer factor of 120%, which will enable outcome-based fairness between them in the face of light errors. In the trace, both packet losses and bit corruptions vary in severity due to a person moving through the main signal path. The scheduler ensures that error bursts, visible as sharp throughput drops on the \Link" plot, leave the audio ow essentially unharmed. While the video ow is not a ected by mild error bursts, harsher ones result in temporary throughput reductions which are quickly compensated for. Finally, the scheduler divides the error burden equally between the two best-e ort ows. Figure 12 is an example of a location-dependent error pattern: the video ow and the \FTP1" best-e ort ow belong to a station experiencing signi cant errors, while the other two o ws belong to a station encountering none. The error pattern is a smoothly increasing frequency of packet loss, ranging from 10% to 90%, surrounded by periods without losses. The video ow's power factor has been lowered to a more-realistic 140%. From packet 1000 to packet 2000, the scheduler shifts all of the video ow's error burden and some of FTP1's burden to FTP2 so the best-e ort ows experience equal throughput. Then, however, ow \FTP1" exhausts its outcome region and begins to lose throughput relative to \FTP2." Next, errors begin to overwhelm the video ow's ability t o demand extra link time. From this point o n , a n y increase in the error rate is shared by \Video" and \FTP1". When the link no longer experiences errors, we observe t wo i n teresting phenomena. First, the video ow receives throughput beyond its reservation so it can clear its lag, but its power factor still limits its link time so that the FTP ows are not starved. Likewise, the ill-fated \FTP1" ow receives more throughput than \FTP2" so it can achieve long-term fairness with \FTP2." Again, this short-term unfairness is limited by its power factor.
These scenarios illustrate the main goals of our scheduler. We h a ve observed e ort-limited prioritization of reserved ows over best-e ort ows coupled with e ort-limited outcome-based fairness. The scheduler performs intuitively across a wide range of desired ow throughputs (1% to 44% of the link) and error rates (10% to 90%). We h a ve v eri ed these simulation results by inserting the ELF scheduler into our prototype wireless LAN and measuring the throughput obtained by the standard kernel TCP stack 1 4 ].
8 Related work 8 .1 Transport-layer Adaptation TCP decoupling 30] is a purely end-to-end technique for classifying packet losses as due to link errors versus congestion. As we discussed in Section 2.1, this general approach raises deployment issues and may su er from e ciency problems in the face of high error rates. As we s a w i n S e ction 2.2, several groups have examined transport-level \indirect" or \split" approaches to improving end-to-end performance. Our experience suggests that TCP, and other transport protocols, may bene t from a simpler and protocol-blind link-level approach.
Other Link-Level Retransmission Systems
A W aveLAN-based evaluation of packet shrinking 19] also suggests an architecture including linklevel fragmentation and adaptive error coding. An analysis of TCP running over noisy GSM telephone links 22] demonstrates the utility of adaptive frame sizing and the bene ts of (persistent) link-level retransmission.
The IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN standard 16] m a y optionally be con gured to perform fragmentation into xed-sized chunks, and retransmits packets a (con gurable) xed number of times according to a length threshold. Our experience suggests that the relatively small default con guration constants may l e a ve enough residual errors to disturb TCP and that adaptive packet coding and shrinking merit consideration.
Our approach to local retransmission is similar in spirit to that of MACA 18] . The MACAW 5 ] protocol design considers multiple ows per device and presents evidence that a post-packet acknowledgement increases TCP throughput.
A comparison 4] among the Berkeley LL family of link-layer retransmission protocols demonstrated a noticeable performance enhancement obtained by retransmitting and ltering TCP packets and acknowledgements. This implementation is speci c to TCP and the general approach depends on transport protocols generating frequent a c knowledgements. Because our control loop is tighter and our retransmission scheme does not re-order packets, we a c hieve good performance without depending on TCP-speci c protocol information.
A more-detailed evaluation of our link-level error control implementation may be found in 12].
Wireless link scheduling
Other researchers have i n vestigated wireless-aware WFQ s c hedulers 20, 2 1 , 2 5 ] these and other error-sensitive wireless link schedulers are evaluated according to a uni ed framework 24]. These schedulers embody many attractive features, such as slot swapping based on error prediction, burstaverse scheduling, and formal delay bounds, but most share a fundamental philosophical di erence with ELF. We believe that wireless link schedulers produce preferable outcomes when they consider not only ow w eights, ow lags, and predicted channel error states but also each o w's tolerance for throughput variation. Two o ws with equal weight, equal lag, and the same predicted channel error state will receive the same service from most wireless extensions of WFQ, but an ELF scheduler could preferentially schedule a video ow at the expense of an FTP ow based on di ering power factors. The Server-Based F airness Approach 27] creates one or more virtual \server" ows that are used to compensate ows for errors they have experienced in the past. The amount and timing of compensation depend on the amount of capacity r e s e r v ed for each o w's compensation server, the relative w eight of that ow compared to others sharing the same compensation server, and the error rates experienced by a l l o ws compensated by that server. While this approach can implement a wide universe of policies, we believe that this very generality calls for a simple and intuitive fairness model such as our power-factor approach.
Utility-fair bandwidth allocation 6] presents a framework for allowing ows to specify how much damage they incur as a result of varying amounts of throughput reduction. The scheduler then allocates throughput to each o w so that all ows perceive the same subjective quality. While this approach expresses more information about a ow's needs than ELF does, it is unclear how to apply it to location-dependent errors: it would appear that if a single ow experiences a 100% error rate then all ows will experience a quality l e v el of zero.
More detail about the particular ELF scheduler we e v aluated may be found in 14].
Conclusion
We h a ve argued and demonstrated that \pure" or \non-snooping" adaptive link-level error control vastly increases link throughput in the face of the high and dynamic error rates often found in wireless networks. While TCP can use a high fraction of the resultant link capacity, our work is not tied to TCP in particular, which suggests that existing Internet applications and infrastructure can be deployed across noisy wireless links.
To balance the needs of throughput-sensitive o ws, fairness, and link e ciency in the presence of severe, time-varying, and location-dependent link capacity loss, we h a ve proposed the \e ort-limited fair" (ELF) scheduling approach. An ELF scheduler strives to achieve the outcomes envisioned by users (e.g., weighted link sharing or xed-rate reservations) while limiting the e ort spent o n a o w according to a per-ow parameter called the power factor. This extension to WFQ s c heduling can implement a v ariety of fairness and e ciency policies.
Trace-based simulations and measurements of an experimental prototype suggest that an Internetstyle approach comprising adaptive link-level error control and error-sensitive s c heduling produces an environment friendly to both traditional best-e ort data tra c and applications with speci c throughput needs.
provided extensive comments on our scheduling proposals. The responsibility for any inaccuracies or de ciencies in this work is, of course, our own. 
